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Abstract'

"

The monthly temperature mean values from thestations
"Helgoland", "Hootadhinder",
and
"Faroes", aso weIl as from the
1."
'
.
sea areas "lCES Region
. F1" and "Biscay" were _investigated '.
climatologically. Thetemperature series werefiltered in
order to eliminate the yearlywave which superlmposes itself
over al~ and also shorter variations. Cohere~ce oi: the ~li
matic oscillations ofthe individual sea areas was·investigated~ An harmonie 'analysis of the filtered seriesshowed no
statistically significantspectral energy~concentrations. The
mean values so,filtered weretreated with a second filter,
which allowed through only variations with periods longer than
. .
ten years. There were·temperature variations and periods between 11 and 15 years'in length in all five series~ The varia~
tions were notstationary. A connection with the sun-spot
cycles could not be proved. All the sea areas considered.,
showed a clear temperature increase since about the turn of
the century.
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Des valeurs mensuelles moyennes de la temperature,
obtenues des stations tlHelgoland", "Noordhinder" et "Feroe"
ainsi que des' regions marines "lCES Region F1" et tlBiscaye"
ont ete examinees climatologiquement. Les series d~ te=pera- ,
ture ont ete filtrees afin d'eliminer la variation annuelle
qui couvre tout et des fluctuations encore plus courtes. On
a etudie les coherences desoscillations climatologiques dans
les regions marines respectives. Une analyse harmonique des .
series filtrees n'a pas revelede concentrations spectrales
dtenergie qui soient assurees 'statistiquement. Les,valeurs
. moyennes' ainsi filtrees ont ete traitees a l'aide d'un deuxie~e
filtre qui n'a fait p~sser que des f~uctuations auX'periodes,
de plus de 10 annees.,:On a constate des fluctuations de la
temperature aux periodes entre.11 et 15 annees pour toutes
les cinq series~ Lesfluctuations n'etaient pas stationnaires.
Une liais6n avec d~~:~~cl~s'de t~ches~olaires nta~u Atre
demontree. Toutulesregions~arinesconsiderees ont revele une
hausse de 1a temperature d~puis environ 1e tournant du siecle.

.
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Introduction
Reliable secular series of meteorological parameters hnve
been available for a long time. On the other hand, to date, only
a few long-term series of hydrographical parameters are knowTI.
In order t6 study the

long~term va~iations

or climatic changes

the water temperature is a particularly suitable parameter,
I
!

.

.

.

because this also shows only a weak daily variation within the
surface layer and, in general, errors due to radiation or evaporation effects are minimal. Smed (1962), ,especially, ,has tried
,

to compute long-term temperatures for the North Atlantic. These
are geographical obse~vations from areas, generallyin 50 fields,
which have been,summarized into aseries of monthly mean values.
The space-time variability of oceanic sea surface temperatures
,

is normally small enough, in order to be able. to study long-tero
changes without great errors.

Tomczak (1967) has investigated climatic changes in the
Horth Sea from such series. For our investigations, , series were
available for the positions, resp. regions, shown in Fig. 1.

A.

Colebrook hassummarized and homogenized teoperature
measurementifor a region (45 0 to 50 0 N; 50 t010 0 W)

West of the EnSlish Channel. The series begins in 1854 and
clases in 1974. This series presents large gaps during the world
wars. This region has'a double influence upon the climatological
variations ofthe North Sea. The advection of water from this
area through the English Channel has a direct influence in long
time seales upon thesouthern North.Sea. On theother hand, it

•
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is supposed that the meteorologieal eoupling has an influence
upon the North Sea.

B.

A

te~porally

~emperatureseries

homogeneous

exists, which

began in 1884, taken, by the Duteh light vessel "I';cordhinder".
The light vessel's position was ehanged several times. For longterm variations, however, thiscould be disregarded.

•

c.

Aseries from Heligolandin the German Bight exists, which
began in 1872, and whichwas broken off between 1944 and

1960 (Goedeeke, ,1952).. However, the gap eould be filled wi'th data
from the light vessel '''EIbe In whieh is positioned in the vicinity. In an earlier work, (Becker and Kohnke, 1977) it has,been
shown that the German Bight,'with referenee to long-term

te~pera-

ture variations, ean be'viewed as an homogeneous region.
"

Aseries by Smed (1952) 'has been computed from the area

D.

•

56 0 to 60 0 N and 0 0 to 30

w.

This area includes the Seot-

tish eoastal water and lies in the direet inflow of Atlantic
water

ir.~the

North Sea. Unfortunately, this series is also broken

off, as are those fro~ the Bay of Biseay, during the world wars.

E.

Series from the Far6es

are~vailable
",

, ,,','

from overlapping periods 01 time;
I'

from three stations

'

so that an homoeeneous

ean be eompiled from them. This series besan in 1867 nnd

:i

series

!!

ended in 1969.

l.,i

*

I

If.'
~

I!
I

*

The data has been kindly placed at our disposal by H;H. Laxb.

- 4The water temperature in the region of the Faroes can
still be viewed as representative for the North Atlantie Current
which, as an extension of the Culf Stream, also exerts a

decid~

ing influence uponthe European Shelf seas.·

!·:ethods
To illustrate the long-term variations, it iscustomary
to build up mean values over time intervals of verydifferent
lengths, which in this ease extended from one to thirty years
(v. Rudloff, 1967).

•

Equally-weighted, running mean values function as digital
filters which do not falsify the trend. This process, however,
weakens, strengthens, or causes periodicities, so that statements concerning variations hold true only with absolute caution.
If, instead of the equally running mean values, weighted mean
values are used, these difficulties can be avoided or, at least,
:.

.,

are reduced. The energy density of the annual temperature wave
stands out above all other periodic processes (Webster arid
Far:ner, 1976). During:spectral investigations upon longer titJe

•

series, in order to avoid energy leakages from the an11ual har:.Jonic,
low-pass filters were used which permitted the amplitudes of the
anuual waves to disappear

~nd

minimized the energydensity in the

higher frequency part of the spectrum.

The low-pass .filter must possess the property of not changing the trend cf thetime series" Furthermore, no chanbes should
take place in the longer periodical part of the spectrum, or at

L.

- 5 least be only negligible.

Huber (1975) conceived afllter which possessed the characteristics desired. Fig. 2 shows, the spectrum of this filter. The
curve of the spectrum of this filter crosses the abcissa by
~366

;

days. At periods of about five years, the amplitudes receive

the r.:.aximuI:1 exaggeration of 2

%. 'As

the amplitudes of these·

variation periods are smallerthan O.5°·C, a 2

% exaggeration

would lie below the accuracy of measurement and can, therefore,

tt

be disregarded. Through this filter, 12 rnonths' mean values were
lost at the beginning. and end of each series:

Fig. 3 shows the spectra of an original series (Uoordhinder)
and the corresponding filtered series. The spectra weresmoothed,
so that the amplitudes were weakened.

The comparison of the spectra shows that those in the
longer periodical part correspond

tt

sr~all

~ne

to the other, apart

fro~

differences, however, that "With periods of about 20 months

a steep decrease in the amplitudes results. The.peaks in the
higher frequency part reflect thehigh frequent variations caused
by the filter, which - however.":,remain far below the accuracy
I

.',

of the measurement series.

In order to make the longer. periodic parts of the series
,'., J '

clearer, another new filter was conceived and used for the series
in the same manner. Thissecond;filter is an extreme low-pass
filter which lets through only pe!iods of aboveten years.

·

l
- 6 f\esults
The time series (monthly mean values of thesea surface
temperature) which weretreated with the aforementioned filter
~366

days) is shown in Fig. 4. In order to be better able to

distinguish between the five oscillating curves, the

"Reeio~

?1 11

temperature curveis shifted by _4 0 C.

The filtered series of Fig. 4 do not represent oonthly or
annual mean values, and they are also not monthly or annual
deviations of a respective mean value. On the contrary, they
represent the total from thenon-harmonic remains of the

arx~~~l

•

wave and all longer-lasting variations.

In all fivefiltered series, the Great variations in the
period range between about two and five years are worthy of note,
the signals of which overlie longer continuous phenomena, so
that in Fig. 4 these are not

i~~ediately

recognizable. The

spectral analyses give no indication of stationary periodical
variations (K. Hasselmann, 1976). A high level of coherence

•

exists between "Helgoland", "lJoordhinder", .and the "Biscay Esc;ion".
A high coherence is also to be seen between the series

fro~

thc

\.

"Faroes" and the "Region F1", which is certainly heavily reduced
'.

I

after 1947. From that time onwards, the two curves in part even
proceed contraryto'one another. A similar behaviour of vanishing
caherence is also shown by the three southerly stations, . fraT.

1969 onwards.
.

.'\,

:

"Helgoland", as the land-nearest station, shows the greatest

~
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disturbance in fluctuation of temperature. This station, of all
the other areas investigated, is the most 'subjectedto the continental influence. The most salient phenomena in the "Helgoland"
and "I!oordhinder'" series are the strong, sudden falls in tC:::J.perature. They are purely weather-dependent, predominantly in virtue
of extrcmely colder winter months. That kind of

~trongcr,

nega-

tive climatic deviations are not to be'observed in the region
"Biscay".

Upon closer observation, at all five stations, one can distinguish between periods with relatively small variations in temperature and those with higher fluctuations. This

te~porary

dif-

ference clearly manifests itself in the "Faero" series (and also
,

in the "Region F1 tl )where, between 1893 and 1947 only fev/ higher
frequent climatic oscillations occurred. In contrast to that,
before 1893 and after· 1947, variations with larger amplitudes
were observed. The relatively undisturbed temperature course
between 1893 and 1947 coincided with

•

a;zonalisat~on

of the atmos-

pheric circulation (H.H. Lamb, 1973). fhe Central European region
\'laS

rather characterized by oceanic summer.sduring this period

(H. v. Rudloff, 1967) which may have had a moderatine effect upon
the amplitudcs. Before this period of time, above averase, frequent meridonal air circulation took place over

Horth-·~lest

Europe

(H. v. Rudloff, 1967) which led to climaticoscillations with
increased amplitudes.

In spite of the relative high amplitudes of the higher frequent oscillations, all five curves indicate lonGer-lasting tem-

perature variations (longer than 10 years). In order to make

- 8 -

these phenomena elear,the series shown in Fig. 4 were filtered
again. The gaps in the observations in the regions "Biseay" and
"1" 1", whieh oeeurred, during the two \'lorld \'lars, were, filled by

linear interpolationof the filtered values in Fig.4. The seeond
filter possessed the eharaeteristie

~f

letting through orily peri-

ods of longer than 10 years. At the beginning and at theend of
,I

the series to be investigated, in eaeh ease, 180 monthly values
would be lost by the employment of a filter of that type. In
order to avoid that 10ss, the series were artifieially lengthened by refleeting 180 values, in eaeh ease, at both ends of a'

..

series.
The speetrum shown in Fig. 5 of the series "Noordhinder",
whieh was treated by the seeond filter, showsvery elearly that
periods of less than 10 years have eompletcly disappeared. An
aeeumulation of energy beeame eonspieuous in the period range
between 11 and 15 years. Variations of these durations ean be
elearly reeognized',also inthe twiee-filtered measurement series
of all stations (Fig. 6). These elimatie variations, however, are
not stationary. A eorrelationship with the relative number of
sun-spots does not exist.

The "oeeanie stations" ("Faroes", "F 1", and "Biseay") show
good eonformity in amp1itudes and phases. It is to be supposed
that, during periodsgreater than 10 years, the three stations
mentioned were inf1ueneed by the North-East Atlantie Current to
the saoe degree. The appro:x:imatelysame sized amplitudes'at
"Faroes n and' "Biseay" indieatemore an'adveetive influenee than
a direet meteorologieal influenee, although both regions are

•

,

.
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about 1,500 km apart from one another in a meridional direction.
However, to provide, confirmation of thts hypothesis:, no analo8ous
investigations exist fromthe Gulf Stream which feeds the IJorthEast Atlantic Current.

"

The curves of the stations "Helgoland" and "Noordhinder"

l'

differ from those of the "oceanic regions" by variations '>lith
larger amplitudes. This can be traced to a stronger oeteorologi-

•

cal and - possibly - to aweakened advective influence. Even
between the two "continental stations", "r:oordhinder" and "Hel-

and "Noordhinder", however, indicates- in part - clear deviations
from one another. The greatest differences appear in the period
from about 1905 to 1938. Whereas, the temperature at "Noordhinder"
,; .

had three maxima (1912, 1924, and 1935) and two minima (1919 and
1928), only two maxima (1915 and 1934) and two minima (1905 and
1925) took place at "Helgoland" during the same period of ti:ne.
In the course of the two temperature curves tliere also exist
,

,

during those time intervals phO:sedifferences, which in the tir::c
periqd following up to the'present.'have completely dlsappeared
again. A comparison of the long temperature variations at the

. . ·,·i

i"

10
five "stations"clearly showed that between 1905 and .1938 exceptional sea' surface

temperature.~condi
tions

must have prevailed

near "Helgoland". Between 1937 and the ,end of the series, a
high coherence,existed'between the long periodic variations,
althou~h

the higherfrequent parts of the ·temperature

variatio~s

at "Noordhinder" and "Helgoland" after 1968 - in fact .:.. are
opposite one to the other (Fig. 4).

At present, one is unable to make definite statements concerning causes for those kind' of intermittent shifts in phase

..

of the lonf-Iasting sea surface temperature variations. It is
especially still obscure'if the unusually large amplitudes near
"I\oordhinder tl betvleen 1911 and 1921 (Fig. 4)' (when co:npared wi th
those near "Helgoland tl ) must be explained by localmeteorological
;

,

changes or with advections through the Enalish'Channel into the
!
:'

North Sea.

.A~.correlationship of

the mean values of the salinity

as calculated by R.R. Dickson (1971) - inthe Southern Bight
with the filtered temperature values at "Noordhinder" produced'
no definite indication of an intensified

advection~

That must'

..

not necessarily indicate a lack of advection. K•. Wyrtki (1952)
has already stated that a correlationship between current direction in the EnElish Channel' and salinity anomalies apparently
does not exist.

'.
Probably only correspondingly long series of observations
of the current velocities could contributeto a clarification of .
the question of whether direct meteorological

er

advective in-

fluences have led to the climatological differences observed.
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Over the whole of the observational time, at

a~l

five

measurementseries, a general average increase of ·the surface
water temperature:is'recorded. As the· spectral analysis cf
climatological series'normally shows a continuous variance distribution (K. Hasselmann,1976), it rnust be assumed that this
war~ir.e-up

is part ofa long-periodic,

non-statio~ary, cli~at~c

variation (periods larger than 200 years) •

. The "Region Biscayll, since the relative temperature naxi•

mum in 1946 (Fig. 6), has ,cooled down by 0.8 0 C and, presu!:lably,
is at present close to·a minimum •
...

By way of.contrast, it appears that the present tenpera-

ture niveau in the North Sea has a relative maximum. not only
the curves from "Noordhinder", "Helgoland", and the lIRegion F1",
but.also that from "F'tlroes" - however, with restrictions because
of the early termination of the series - from 1965 onwards show
a vigorous increase of temperature. According to the course of
the curves during thepast100 years, a renewed relative te;::1perature minimum is to.be expected in the rJorth Seabetween
1980 Emd 1985.
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